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Welcome to the September issue of AIIP Connections.

in this issue, the member spotlight is on Frédéric de Hemptinne of the
Sustainable Synergies group located in Belgium.

the committee spotlight focuses on the AIIP Webinar Committee,
headed by Matthew Von Hendy of green Heron information Services.

We bring you a brief report on an aiiP get-together that happened in
New england.

Marydee Ojala reports on the Special Libraries association annual
conference.

danielle Conklin writes about how her new website, Veggie Baby
Bloom, came to fruition.

Heather Carine gives us some actionable advice on public speaking.

three new books are reviewed in this issue.

amelia Kassel reviews some newer news sources to add to our infor-
mation resources arsenal.

enjoy the September issue!

Joann M. Wleklinski
Editor, AIIP Connections
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One thing that always interests me about infor-
mation work is the question of what it’s about.
if you’re an information professional, what in-
formation are you working with? What are you
doing with it? For whom?

if you’re a software developer, you develop soft-
ware. if you’re a marketer, you market products
and services. if you’re an information profes-
sional, how do you “do" information?

information underpins the environment of
business, of communities, of government, of
life. So much so that it’s remarkable that many
of the jobs, roles, skills, and creations of the in-
formation professional are obscure or invisible.

this is why i appreciated the FUMSi framework
(originating with FreePint, an aiiP industry affil-
iate). the acronym expresses the unity within
the diversity of the information profession—we
find, use, manage, and/or share information.

• We find it by searching premium data-
bases, interviewing industry experts, and
more;

• We use it by analyzing the content and its
significance for decision-making;

• We manage it by ensuring that informa-
tion supports the enterprise; 

• We share it by communicating and pre-
senting the information.

reliable and accurate information falls some-
where on a spectrum of being a luxury to an af-
fordable necessity. the clients who recognize its
importance and value are the ones we, as inde-
pendent business owners, most want to keep.
and they want to keep us as assets that enable
their success.

Finding those clients can be a matter of defin-
ing and leveraging your niche. that niche might
be based on a subject focus, a skill set, or the in-
tersection of both. defining a business niche
can be simple and analytically based: do your
research, pick a skill set and/or a subject focus,
and claim your space. Or it can be more itera-
tive: explore your options and interests, hang
out the shingle, follow the path of opportunity,
and see what “sticks”—what you enjoy most,
and/or what is most profitable and rewarding.

aiiP members tell different stories of how they
found their niche. Subject interests can emerge
early in life or turn up later. We may encounter
new subjects in the jobs we accept when fresh
out of school or in a mid-career lateral move.
Some of us have no particular subject niche at
all, and with each new client, there’s a new lan-
guage to learn, new issues to understand, and
new horizons to scan. Luckily, as information-
hungry iiPs, we’re good at this.

Skills are acquired from education and experi-
ence. experience can be via on-the-job assign-
ments or volunteering. the marketplace can
influence which skills we choose to hone, or we
can be drawn by sheer personal gravity to tasks
we most enjoy getting immersed in. We may
specialize in one discrete task or develop skills
across a broader range of assignments. 

For an iiP, the niche is one piece of the self-em-
ployment puzzle. there’s also the essential over-
lay of business acumen. Whether it’s instinctive,
needs to be coaxed into the light through
coaching, or needs outsourcing as a more per-
manent arrangement, the businessperson’s
perspective is essential for success. to earn suc-
cess as an independent, we need adaptability,
self-reliance, a good professional and personal
support network, and the ability to recognize
opportunities—plus skills or sources for help in

marketing, web development, accounting, etc. 

typical employment situations do not offer the
chance to develop all these elements. Not until
we make the jump can we grow those wings. to
stick with it, we need confidence and inspira-
tion. Confidence and trust in your independent
future can be bolstered by a strong business
plan. to stay inspired, we return to our sense of
our abilities, our purpose and mission, and to
an appreciation of the rewards we’ve earned
thus far along the way. 

Whatever the niche, and whether we define our
businesses in terms of our services or our sub-
ject interests, the aim is sharing information,
knowledge, analysis, and meaning. the ulti-
mate purpose may be to improve products, to
reach more customers, to solve problems, or to
create connections, and—somewhere in the
mix—to make a profit or bring in some other
type of enterprise-supporting revenue. 

a look into the aiiP Member directory reveals
impressive diversity in business niches:

• a specialist in social engagement and mar-
keting packages for small businesses. 

• a specialist in eU environmental policy
topics. 

• a provider of services in fraud prevention,
intellectual property, and intelligence
gathering. 

• a consultancy that supports smart invest-
ments in information products and serv-
ices. 

• a researcher on pension and health care
systems, employment, and human re-
sources. 
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• a “virtual librarian" who builds systems for competitive advantage. 

• an expert on scientific and patent searches in pharmaceuticals,
biotechnology, and polymers. 

• a specialist in digital content, search engines, and technologies for
marketing and product development.

these info pros are aiiP, and this is how we “do information.” aiiP
members are project partners and subcontractors. We are an extended
research network with vast knowledge and resourcefulness. We are
mentors and sounding boards. We are colleagues and friends. We are
small enough to know each other, and large enough to define an 
industry.

So, go forth and be the info pro that you are. and if you’re forging ahead
as a business owner but are not yet a member of aiiP, come join us.

Connie Clem
Clem Information Strategies
connie@cleminfostrategies.com

denise adams, Niche Creativity

Helen gross

Betsy Hageman, NaCdS

Yasmeen Hayes

Brian Hiatt

diane Hunt, Colorado Cancer research Program

Joan Keegan

Maureen Kinder

Carey Lening

Jennifer Mcdaniel

Scott Owens

Jennifer Pflaumer

adriaan Pottas

Paul Quinlan, Quinlan Partners, LLC

Laura Savino

Mark-Shane Scale

robin Veal

Laura Young

www.plunkettresearch.com
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i graduated in 1987 from the University of Lou-
vain (Belgium) as a life science engineer. My
first job was with a start-up that was develop-
ing a substitute to chlorine for the disinfection
of swimming pool water. Part of my duties lay
with bibliographic surveys and the preparation
of patents. 

in 1991, i moved to the environmental consult-
ing business. My main area of work was the de-
velopment of waste and water management
plans. this job required a lot of data collection
and analysis work from a wide range of experts
and stakeholders. i developed experience
working with european Union (eU) institutions,
eU member states, and local authorities. 

in 1999, i attended a conference on competi-
tive intelligence that opened my eyes to the
info pro world. afterwards i got in touch with
the Belgian chapter of Strategic and Competi-
tive intelligence Professionals (SCiP) and regis-
tered for a one-year course that it organized
with two universities. in spite of gaining a great
boost in my professional capabilities, i still did
not dare to present myself as an information
professional, because clients at that time
wanted me only as an expert.

in 2002, i quit my freelance business and joined
eureau (www.eureau.org), the water services
operators’ representative body to european in-
stitutions. in the lobbying business information
management is a central skill, since your de-
gree of influence depends on the quality of the
insights you can deliver to your target audi-
ences and networking peers. as secretary gen-
eral of eureau, i made it a high priority to
strengthen the capacity of information man-
agement. it worked pretty well and lead to a

significantly higher budget for the association.
However, the value i had brought as an info pro
was not acknowledged as such. 

in 2007, i realized that business was increas-
ingly recognizing environmental matters as a
strategic issue and a driver for innovation, and i
re-established my freelance business. However,
profiting from this trend requires a different ap-
proach, since the relationship of environmental
concerns with market advantages and business

benefits is mostly indirect and is not easy to
quantify. Building fruitful interactions with all
the actors and stakeholders sharing the same
environmental context is key to success. For
me, “fruitful” means that, instead of building on
weak compromises, one should rely on lasting
synergies. 

in order to respond to these needs, i have
imagined services that rest on three pillars:

• Using the eU scene to observe what is
going on through a sort of reverse lobby-
ing, which makes use of all the informa-
tion conveyed to Brussels by lobbyists.

• Coupling intelligence gathering and sys-
tem thinking tools in order to structure

the information according to typical envi-
ronmental management patterns. 

• Feeding the intelligence outputs into the
development and implementation of eco-
innovation projects that are funded by eU
programs.

today, i see myself as an expert of experts:
someone who helps decision-makers to iden-
tify proper questions and aggregate experts’
input. developing my business concept still re-
quires a lot of experimentation and learning.
Next year i will be doing that in algeria, as i
have a contract with the Belgian development
agency to provide technical assistance on
waste management in that country.

Frédéric de Hemptinne is principal of the Sustainable Synergies

Group in Grandhan, Belgium. He can be contacted at 

fdh@sustainable-synergies.eu or www.sustainable-synergies.eu.

Frédéric de Hemptinne, The Sustainable Synergies Group

Instead of building on weak

compromises, one should 

rely on lasting synergies.

Frédéric de Hemptinne
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do you want to know more about the technical
nuts and bolts of conducting a webinar, or are
you thinking about starting your own webinar
series to boost your business but don’t have
much experience with running a webinar?
then you should give serious thought to join-
ing the aiiP Webinar Committee. 

the committee is charged with planning and
conducting the aiiP webinar series, aiming to
hold webinars on a monthly basis. 

the committee comes up with webinar topics.
topics are typically chosen based on current
discussions being held on aiiP-L, in the aiiP
Linkedin group, or from member suggestions.
if you have a great idea for a webinar, please do
share it with the Webinar Committee; we’re al-
ways looking for good topics of interest to the
membership.

the committee also recruits webinar speakers.
Suggestions for webinar speakers frequently
come from aiiP members. if you know of some-
one—and, yes, self-nominations are always
welcome—who would make a great webinar
speaker, do let the Webinar Committee know.

On the technology side, the Webinar Commit-

tee uses gotoWebinar software affiliated with
gotoMeeting for conducting webinar practice
and live sessions. One challenge in arranging
these sessions is the variety of time zones aiiP
members are scattered across. additionally, you
always need to have a back-up plan, in case the
random technology wrinkle arises when you
are just about to go live with the webinar. trou-
bleshooting can be valuable experience.

after the webinar is held, feedback from the au-
dience is collected. Webinar feedback comes
primarily from survey questions which are sent
to webinar attendees at the conclusion of the
webinar session. the feedback information—
reviewed directly by the aiiP Webinar Commit-
tee —is quite valuable for helping to plan, in
both topic and format, future webinar sessions.

if you are interested in learning about webinars,
especially to then use the knowledge to hold
promotional webinars for your own informa-
tion business, the Webinar Committee could be
just the place for you. Join us.

Matthew Von Hendy is the principal of Green Heron Informa-

tion Services. He can be reached at info@greenheroninfo.com or

www.greenheroninfo.com.

By Matthew Von Hendy, Green Heron Information Services

Matthew Von Hendy

COMMITTEE SPOTLIGHT:
WEBINAR COMMITTEE
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Left to Right: Paula Cohen, Linda Stacy, Kathaleen Porter, Brandy King
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For more than 20 years, Information Today, Inc. (ITI) and AIIP members have 
collaborated on the world’s most celebrated guides and handbooks for info 
pros and business information users. The successful ITI–AIIP partnership 
has always provided ITI with an unrivalled author pool while affirming AIIP 
member authors as the go-to experts in their respective research specialties.

This unique program is set to grow in 2014, and  
we want you to help us make it better than ever!

Every book starts with an idea. We can help you develop your idea and put 
you on the fast-track to becoming a published author. For more information, 
visit books.infotoday.com and click “Book Proposal Guidelines” or call or 
write publisher John B. Bryans today.

IF YOU’RE AN 
AIIP MEMBER 
WHO LOVES  
TO WRITE …
become a part of ITI’s leading 
line of digital and print books 
for information professionals 
and power users!

i n fo today.com

AIIP New England Group Gets Together
Submitted by Brandy King, Knowledge Linking

it has been two years since the aiiP New england group members
got together. aside from catching up on what we have all been

doing, we also discussed the idea of getting together more regu-
larly, up to four times per year. though hesitant at first about the
idea of finding someone to coordinate all those get-togethers, we

came around to the idea of trying to meet twice a year at related
events already taking place (networking events for entrepreneurs,
SLa seminars, etc.) and twice a year as social gatherings. though it
was a small turnout for the event, we had a wonderful time. every
journey begins with one step.

www.infotoday.com
www.alacrastore.com


Beautiful Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada, hosted the 2014 annual conference

of the Special Libraries association (SLa). Not to
be confused with Vancouver, Washington, USa,
where aiiP held its 2011 annual conference,
having the SLa meet in a Canadian city meant,
for me, going through customs to get there,
something i don’t usually experience in con-
junction with SLa. Vancouver’s good food,
pleasant weather, wonderful views, and de-
lightful conference center contributed to the
success of the conference.

Keynote speaker John Wilbanks, chief com-
mons officer at Sage Bionetworks and a senior
advisor to the National Coordination Office,
matched his remarks to the conference theme
of Beyond Borders. He is a longtime advocate
of openly sharing information, particularly
health data, and his views on shifts in percep-
tions resonated particularly well with informa-
tion professionals. You could tell his
undergraduate degree was in philosophy when
he talked about changes in epistemologies.
Who else but a philosophy major is that com-
fortable talking about epistemologies?

John thinks that abundant and inexpensive
data has significantly altered how people view
privacy and authority. When people can do

their own legal and medical research, they’re
less likely to believe every word of legal or
medical advice they receive from experts such
as lawyers and doctors. He also sees difficulties
in thinking about information in terms of bor-
ders, since they are inherently mutable. instead,
borders should be connectors rather than di-
viders. Value is created when data is shared
across disciplines. the key, he says, is not meas-
uring and collecting information but asking the
right questions of the data.

a good number of aiiP members also belong
to SLa, and many were speakers at the confer-
ence. Mary ellen Bates, Bates information Serv-
ices, presented talks on “the reluctant
intrapreneur: Becoming the info Center CeO”
(tips: find out what your clients value, purge
your assumption buffers, and don’t forget to lis-
ten more than you talk), “information alchemy:
adding Value Where it Counts” (tips: we need
insight not just data, ask for complaints, and
create visually valuable results), and “i am Not a
Brand!: Building Your Personal and Professional
Profile” (tips: know what and where your brand
is , talk about results when you describe what
you do, and think about what makes you
unique). Mary ellen’s slides are at
www.batesinfo.com/extras.

the session on Open access resources, moder-
ated by Matthew Von Hendy, green Heron in-
formation Services, could have been dubbed
“the aiiP Session on Open access resources.”
the speakers were Cathy Chiba, dauratus re-
search, and tamara durec, durec information
Services, inc. Cathy and tamara reviewed 30
open access (Oa) resources from the perspec-
tive of “information navigators,” people who are
trying to find something rather than those in-
volved in the philosophical and political de-
bates surrounding the concept of open access.

they first looked at landmarks such as PLoS, the
Public Library of Science, where authors can
submit data as well as papers. they then
moved on to sites that help you navigate to
open access papers, such as dOaJ (directory of
Open access Journals), dOaB (directory of
Open access Books, and JUrN (a search engine
for journals, chapters, and theses). Under Points
of interest, they mentioned arXiv, noting a
pending restructuring and its need for funding.
Publishers included BioMed Central (owned by
Springer), BioOne, and Hindawi. CerN has a
good Oa repository that, among other things,
lets you search for photos. Open access subject
portals—i was surprised at how many different
disciplines have Oa portals, including e-LiS for
library and information science—and data
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Panel members Matt Von Hendy, Cathy Chiba, and Tamara Durec

SLA Heads to
Canada
By Marydee Ojala, Ojala Associates

www.batesinfo.com/extras
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repositories rounded out their coverage.
their extraordinarily well coordinated
session finished up with suggestions
about search engines and analysis and vi-
sualization tools. the full deck of slides is
at schd.ws/hosted_files/sla2014/48/Chiba-
Durec-OpenAccess_Presentation.pdf.

the SLa conference’s closing session fea-
tured four fast-paced talks, in a ted talk
style, from information professionals. the
first to speak was aiiP member Brandy
King, speaking about “Having it all.” She
advocates work-life balance, but, in her
own life, has blurred the boundaries
among family, career, and volunteering.
When things change, she said, priorities
have to be reassessed. to have it all, you
must successfully negotiate borders. a
video of her talk is on her website,
www.knowledge-linking.com/speaking.

Next year’s SLa conference will be in
Boston, Massachusetts, USa, and i’m sure
we’ll see increased participation from aiiP
members. Speaking at SLa is a good way
to increase your professional visibility and
market your information services.

Marydee Ojala is the principal of Ojala Associates and

the Editor-in-chief of Online Searcher magazine. She can

be reached at marydee@xmission.com.

John Wilbanks
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Growing Veggie
Baby Bloom
By Danielle Conklin, Cotton Gloves Research

as info pros, we are adept at finding informa-
tion, analyzing it, and making it available to

our intended audiences. We keep up on the lat-
est technology and work to master it for the
sake of our businesses and our clients. there is,
however, more to us than our day-to-day busi-
ness activities.

Like other independent professionals, we strive
to find the work-life balance. We try to get out
of the office from time to time. We volunteer in
our communities. We have hobbies. We have
families. it’s a very special scenario when the
stars align and our work and personal interests
collide. We can turn our professional know-how
into a fulfilling pastime. that’s what i did this
spring.

as a trained librarian and information entrepre-
neur, i have learned a lot simply by diving in
and experimenting with new things. i’ll never
underestimate the value of trial and error. in so
doing, i’ve learned to manage email newslet-
ters, make the most of social media, and create
websites. (My first website, several years ago,
was hideous. thankfully, i’ve come a long way
since then.) 

these new skills have, of course, helped my
business, but they have also allowed me to find
a creative outlet for my personal interests. as a
longtime vegetarian and mother, i am invested
in healthful eating for the entire family. i love
creating delicious, nutrient-dense meals using
fresh, unprocessed ingredients. in april 2014, i
launched a website and e-newsletter called
Veggie Baby Bloom
(www.VeggieBabyBloom.com). 

My goal with Veggie Baby Bloom was to share
kid-friendly, plant-based recipes with other like-
minded parents. When i was still in the plan-
ning phase, i shared my intentions on aiiP-L,
asking for suggestions and recipe submissions.
as can be expected from this group, i received
all i asked for, plus a number of newsletter reg-

istrations to boot. Fellow aiiP member ellen
Naylor had just recently launched a wellness
business (www.naylorwellness.com) and was
kind enough to share the details of her journey.
She connected me with one of her colleagues
in the health and wellness coaching field. they
both shared terrific vegetarian recipes, some of
which are now featured on the website.

Over the course of years, i had created lists of
credible and authoritative resources on vege-
tarianism and vegan cooking, including my fa-
vorite websites, blogs, and books. (that’s part
of being a researcher at heart—gathering infor-
mation is a compulsion.) armed with my se-
lected resources and collection of recipes, i set
out to build the new website. 

thanks to the unlimited subdomains in my
hosting package, the initial set-up was easy and
inexpensive. i registered the domain name and
assigned the new add-on domain to my ac-
count. after that, i installed Wordpress and was
ready to go. easy peasy!

Veggie Baby Bloom is now live (and, if i may say,
is much more attractive than my earliest web
creations). the email list is small, but growing. i
have set up pages on Facebook and Pinterest
to connect with kindred spirits, sharing what
i’ve learned and continually learning from oth-
ers. it has been a great experience.

My professional background has given me the
skills to develop a meaningful pastime. and
working on this recreational website strength-
ens my professional skills. (isn’t it lovely when
things work out that way?) Now, lest anyone
think i never leave my desk, i believe i’ll head to
the farmers’ market with my daughter. after all,
i have research to do and recipes to create.

Danielle Conklin is an independent information professional and

owner of Cotton Gloves Research

(www.CottonGlovesResearch.com). She lives and works in Massa-

chusetts.

Danielle Conklin

My goal with Veggie Baby

Bloom was to share kid-

friendly, plant-based recipes

with other like-minded parents.

www.naylorwellness.com
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if the thought of public speaking fills you with dread, you are not alone.

it is said that 85 percent of people feel nervous before they speak to an
audience—and the other 15 percent are lying.

Seven years ago, when i started Carine research, i joined a public speak-
ing group in australia called the Penguin Club
(www.thepenguinclub.asn.au) to learn some tricks of the trade to improve
my public speaking and communicate with confidence. i continue to
meet twice a month with my speaking group and also lead a Penguin
Club group for young women—teaching them speaking skills.

it is a pleasure to share some tips that i have gained from the Penguin
Club on dealing with speaking nerves.

recently, reading Matt abrahams’s book, Speaking Up Without Freaking
Out, made rethink the way i acknowledge speaking nerves. i was guilty of
advocating what Matt abrahams calls the PB&J approach to getting over
nerves—Practice, Breathe, & Just get over it.

Why do I feel so nervous?

Knowing why you feel so nervous before speaking in public is a good
start to taming your nerves.

Feeling very nervous about speaking in public is called communication
apprehension. it is a double whammy feeling: you feel anxious about the
presentation you will be giving and then there is the real-time anxiety
when you are presenting.

there are three distinct phases when communication apprehension is
likely to be felt:

anticipation stage – Before speaking,

Confrontation stage – the first minute or so of presenting,

adaptation stage – the last minutes of speaking.

We have all felt, at varying levels, communication apprehension in lead-
ing up to speaking: anxiety, nervousness, and dreading the speaking en-
gagement. then, when you get up to speak, you feel a rush of nerves,
shaky hands, dry mouth, and you are perspiring.

We all feel nervous when we are anxious about a situation, audience, or
goal. in public speaking, the situation, audience, and goal can all coin-
cide—which naturally leads us to feel anxious about speaking at some
events, in front of some audiences, or trying to achieve a goal (such as
winning a client) with our speaking.

Here are five tips that will help you to stare down your nerves in the face
of feeling very anxious about speaking:

Tip #1: Talk with a friend

When we are preparing for speaking, we tend to retreat and prepare in
isolation, where it is easy to get ourselves in knots. Simply talking about
your upcoming presentation to someone is a good way to start prepar-
ing, and taming your nerves. You find you aren’t nervous in one-to-one
conversation, and it is a way of starting to approach your speaking sub-
ject and start testing the water on the reaction of the audience to your
presentation.

Tip #2: Deal with PPP (Procrastination, Perfection-
ism, PowerPoint)

Procrastination, perfectionism, and messing about with PowerPoint
slides all add to our communication apprehension.

By Heather Carine, Carine Research

Heather Carine

Tips for tongue tied and terrified speakers
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Procrastination:

When we are feeling anxious about speaking, we sabotage our opportu-
nities to speak confidently by procrastinating when we should be prepar-
ing. Public speaking coach emma Ledden, in her book The Presentation
Book, recommends 10 hours preparation for every hour of speaking—if
you are preparing a presentation from scratch.

Perfectionism:

We often worry ourselves senseless about talking in front of an audience,
especially an audience of our peers. it is easy to get caught up with worry
that you might look silly or be caught out by not knowing something.
the end result is that anxious speakers set the bar very high and aim for
perfectionism.

Perfectionists think the presentation is about the speaker. it’s not. effec-
tive speaking is about the audience and what they want or need to hear.
Focusing on the audience and starting with their needs in mind means
you don’t need to deliver a flawless presentation to be an effective
speaker.

PowerPoint:

there are three simple rules when it comes to PowerPoint:

Rule 1: Focus on your talk first, and then, if necessary, add some visu-
als to support your talk.

Rule 2: there is no hard and fast rule about how many visuals. if the
visual doesn’t enhance the point you are making, omit it.

Rule 3: allow extra time. Preparing strong visuals or graphs takes
extra time in preparation, rehearsal, and contingency planning. 

Tip #3: Prepare out loud

One of the big anxiety issues for speakers is the beginning and ending of
presentations. 

in day-to-day conversation, we don’t have to think about the beginning
and ending in our conversation—conversation just flows. 

to deliver a presentation which will be “okay on the day,” you must do a
run through where you deliver the presentation out loud and not just in
your head.

importantly, rehearsing out loud also gives you an opportunity to imag-
ine presenting in front of an audience—to picture your presentation
going well and receiving an encouraging round of applause.

Tip #4: Have a contingency plan

to help keep your nerves in check on the day of presenting, you want
things to run smoothly and be “okay on the day.” it pays to have a simple
contingency plan for things that can go wrong:

Arrive with plenty of time to check out the venue.

You want time before the audience arrives to get the feel of the room,
check the microphone, set up the room, and be prepared for the presen-
tation. For big events, i like to arrive at least an hour before; for interstate
events, the day before, if possible.

Don’t assume your technology and PowerPoint will
work.

if using PowerPoint, send a copy to the organiser in advance and take an-
other copy on a thumb drive. 

get to the venue in plenty of time to see how your presentation looks on
the big screen at the venue and how to use the PowerPoint flicker.

if showing a video, check that the audio works and the video works on
the venue’s computer.

rehearsing out loud helps to tame your nerves as you get a chance to
practice:

• your introduction (over and over again),

• moving from the first point, to the second point,

• the timing of your presentation, so you don’t feel rushed on the day,

• your language, and fine tune any words that you stumble on,

• the ending of your presentation (over and over again).

. . .
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Take a hard copy back-up of speaking notes.

Make sure there is someone available who can load your PowerPoint
show, if you are speaking in a group of speakers.

there is always something that doesn’t go as planned, but if you have
a contingency plan, you have allowed yourself time and thought to
deal with the issue so you won’t be flustered and nervous in front of
your audience.

Tip #5: Fake it 

Your heart can be racing, but fake it by how you stand, how you look
at the audience, and how you project.

take a moment before you start to talk to claim your space and look
at the audience with confidence.

Stand with your feet shoulder width apart. in fact, step slightly for-
ward with your preferred foot. 

if your feet are slightly apart, it stops you from crossing your legs or
swaying, which are things we do when we are nervous.

You don’t have to look your audience in the eye. You can look at their
foreheads and they will think you are looking at them.

Using your hands for gesture helps to calm your nerves and also
makes you look more at ease. 

to encourage yourself to use natural gesture, if you are using notes,
keep your notes small and in one hand.

You may be feeling nervous but the audience won’t know.

Enjoy your speaking gig

it’s easier to enjoy speaking to an audience if you can confidently
think that everything will be okay on the day—using the five simple
tips. to reiterate:

1. Talk to friends about your upcoming speaking gig.

2. Don’t procrastinate too much. Focus on your audience’s needs.
Use PowerPoint sparingly.

3. Rehearse your presentation out loud.

4. Have a contingency plan. 

5. Use a few fake-it tips to look calm and cool.

Along with these five tips, enjoy some suggested
resources:

Matt Abrahams, Speaking Up Without Freaking Out: 35
Techniques for Confident, Calm, and Competent Present-
ing (2012) (www.nofreakingspeaking.com);

Emma Ledden, The Presentation Book: How to Create It,
Shape it, and Deliver it! (2013)

Heather Carine of Carine Research runs a market intelligence and investigative research service,

providing insights for revealing market opportunities, risks, and trends. She is based in Adelaide,

South Australia. Contact her at either carineresearch.com.au or @HeatherCarine.
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Buying and Selling
Information: A Guide for
Information Professionals
and Salespeople to Build
Mutual Success.

By Michael L. Gruen-
berg. Information
Today, Inc. 2014. 224 p.
ISBN 9781573874786.
$49.50.
Reviewed by Susanne
Bjørner, bjorner@earth-
link.net

Written in conversa-
tional style, this book
imparts the consid-
ered insights of a mas-

ter sales person gained from a lengthy career in
selling information products—from microfiche
to e-books—to librarians and information man-
agers. author Michael gruenberg started his
sales career at disclosure thirty-five years ago;
through a twenty-year tenure there and subse-
quently with a variety of other database and
electronic information producers, he refined his
guiding principle that vendors and librarians
should be equal partners rather than adver-
saries. His book speaks to new professionals on
both sides of the equation, providing illustra-
tive stories from his experience over the years,
and specific tips and recommendations to each
to achieve their goals—together.

Michael divides his discussion into fourteen
chapters in three parts: the infoPro-Salesper-
son relationship, the Sales Meeting, and Clos-
ing the Sale. two chapters are especially
relevant for aiiP members who sell information
services. “the importance of Value” discourses
on value vs. price, features and benefits, and
the “80/20 rule,” where he suggests selling to
the 20 percent market. “Negotiating Skills” em-
phasizes the importance of defining objectives,
setting a timetable, assembling a team, and de-
veloping a strategy; it also covers handling ob-
jections and warns that sometimes negotiation
doesn’t work. 

He relates many incidents from his prior experi-
ences that provide lessons to be learned. One
of the strengths of the book is its presentation
of his frequent suggestions of exactly how li-
brarians can put into words the questions and
difficult topics that they may be uncertain how
to phrase or even whether they can bring up
for discussion. Michael also points out critical
steps in the sales process where librarians have
the advantage and offers possible actions to
take if things are not going as well as hoped.

the book covers the “soft side” of information
sales (i.e., the people side), rather than hard
facts, but along the way several interesting
nuggets about the industry emerge. For exam-
ple:

•People will pay up to 15 percent more to
buy a product or service if they want it,
need it, and perceive great value (p.110).

•Built into any initial cost for a renewable
product is the projected yearly price in-
crease…[for example] a $10,000 product
with a 2.5 percent yearly increase (p.153).

•Negotiable terms include price, payment
options, performance guarantees, addi-
tional months of coverage, remote/world
access, and renewal increases (pp.141-
143).

•a few years ago it took 30 to 60 days to fi-
nalize an order; it now takes 90 to 120
days for the signed paperwork to be ap-
proved, booked, and invoiced.

gruenberg’s writing style rambles a bit and can
be repetitious, but there are quick “knowledge
points” concluding each chapter, and the chap-
ter heads themselves are short, clear, and well
organized. While it contains only186 pages of
text, this book is not a quick and easy read. Sea-
soned infopros may enjoy dipping into it, to
learn how to handle a tough situation or to
benefit from some illuminating “war stories.”
Both sales and information professionals can
profit by learning about the environment that
the “other side” lives in. it also makes a worthy
auxiliary text for sales and librarian students
who are just learning how to approach each
other in the difficult task of providing access to
electronic information resources.

{ { {
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The Librarian’s Skillbook: 51
Essential Career Skills for
Information Professionals.

By Deborah Hunt and
David Grossman. Infor-
mation Edge. 2013. 202
p. ISBN:
9780989513319.
$21.05.
Reviewed by Marge
King, mking@inforich-
group.com

When i started read-
ing The Librarian’s Skill-
book, i wondered

whether it would be appropriate for me to
spend my time reading. after all, i am not a li-
brarian and i don’t have an MLiS; i am an infor-
mation professional and fundraiser. i quickly
got beyond my reservations, though. the book
is full of great advice on skills for any informa-
tion professional and the layout makes it an
easy-to-read book. 

the book, as the title indicates, discusses fifty-
one essential skills for the librarian, er, the infor-
mation professional. the skills are divided into
six categories: computer and technical skills;
beyond reference (think: strategy and analysis);
business and management; interpersonal skills;
attitude skills (yes, you read that correctly; a
positive attitude goes a long way); and intangi-
ble skills (think: marketing). 

the first few chapters discuss the importance of
adding new skills, and how skills can be trans-
ferrable from one job to another. With consoli-
dations, budget cuts, and an industry in flux,
learning new skills and how they may transfer
to another job is no small feat and important
for staying relevant with your employer or fu-
ture employers.

each skill starts off with a quote from an indus-
try leader, a prominent information profes-
sional, or a seminal work. Next is the
description of the skill followed by the “this
Skill in action,” “tips to acquire this Skill,” and
“Further reading” sections. the standardized
layout for each skill makes the book easy to
read and follow. i read the book from cover to
cover, but the formatting makes it easy to pick
one or two or five skills of which you’d like to
learn more and simply read about them. the
book’s formatting makes it more like a ready
reference guide.

My favorite part of the skills format is the “Fur-
ther reading” section in which the authors
have identified and listed vetted reading re-
sources for learning more about each skill pre-
sented in the book. any skill you’d like to learn
more about (beyond the scope of the book),
you can easily do so from this “Further reading”
section.

the “this Skill in action” sections contained
some good examples of how the authors and
others used the skill to solve a problem, expand
career options, or otherwise. Both authors, deb
Hunt and david grossman, have had illustrious
careers as librarians and information profes-
sionals and many of the examples are from
david’s career. Knowing that deb has had a col-
orful and adventurous career, herself, i would
have liked to have read more about her skills in
action. this is my sole criticism of the book.

the final chapter, “Six Sure-Fire Strategies for
acquiring and developing New Skills,” ties it all
together, helping you to think about how to ac-
quire these and other skills using simple strate-
gies: reading; classes/webinars/workshops;
writing/blogging; networking; mentoring; and
volunteering/mid-career internships. 

However, i found the “Conclusion” chapter to be
the most helpful. the chapter contains a sec-
tion on how to become an expert, as well as a
section to help you set up your own plan to ac-
quire new skills—including a simple template
to follow.

if your career needs a boost, or if you are re-
turning to the workforce, or if you simply like to
learn new things, you can start with developing
a plan and then—as Stephen abram suggests
in the book’s Foreword—focus on a different
skill each week and you’ll have a year-long plan
to transform and expand your career.

i recommend the book for all information pro-
fessionals, no matter what career level, who
want to stay relevant with their current and fu-
ture employers.

{ { {

The Reluctant Entrepreneur:
Making a Living Doing What
You Love.

By Mary Ellen Bates.
Niwot Press. 2014. 204 p.
ISBN: 9780615975955.
$16.99
Reviewed by Crystal
Sharp, crystal@cd-
sharp.com

the Business Dictionary
defines entrepreneur-
ship as “the capacity
and willingness to de-
velop, organize and

manage a business venture along with any of
its risks in order to make a profit. the most obvi-
ous example of entrepreneurship is the starting
of new businesses. ... entrepreneurial spirit is
characterized by innovation and risk-taking,
and is an essential part of a nation's ability to
succeed in an ever changing and increasingly
competitive global marketplace.”

there is no dearth of practical advice on the ins
and outs of starting and running a successful
business; most of it these days is focused on
tech start-ups, and most of it assumes maxi-
mization of profit as the overriding goal. there
are fewer resources to help smaller, service-
based entrepreneurs (even though their needs
for mentorship and practical advice are as ur-
gent), whose main motivations for starting a
business may include living a passion, being in-
dependent of corporate bureaucracy, or find-
ing balance in life.

The Reluctant Entrepreneur, a new book by Mary
ellen Bates, addresses service-based businesses
and professionals who have the expertise, de-
sire, and ability to provide a unique, value-cre-
ating service that clients will pay money for, but
who don’t have the confidence, or who lack the
know-how, to go about setting up and manag-
ing the service as a business. the book has a
conversational style; practical advice is offered,
based on the author’s long-term experience of
operating an independent information busi-
ness that offers research, writing, and business
coaching services. 

the book is easy to read. it makes a number of
good points, some of which seem glossed over
in the chatty slant of the text. One defining
characteristic of entrepreneurship that could
be stressed more is the role of innovation and
creativity in responding to recognized or unrec-

mailto:crystal@cdsharp.com
mailto:crystal@cdsharp.com
mailto:
mailto:
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ognized problems–be it a service or process or
product–which sets an individual business
apart from the rest. a second point that could
be stressed more directly is the social aspect of
entrepreneurship: important even for small
service-based businesses. 

a mix of philosophical musings, personal sto-
ries and anecdotes, lists of ideas or questions,
and concrete suggestions encourage potential
entrepreneurs and reluctantly practicing entre-
preneurs to think through a number of issues.
these include: the joys and frustrations of own-
ing a business; understanding and mitigating
risks; investigating and identifying unmet client
needs; providing a service that communicates
value; managing client expectations and rela-
tionships; pricing, invoicing and managing cash
flow; creating, implementing, and updating
marketing plans; techniques for managing

one’s personal brand; and adapting to change.

the eleven chapters of the book are structured
similarly. Light-hearted, but amusingly appro-
priate quotes from Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Won-
derland and Alice Through the Looking Glass, and
from tim Burton’s 2010 film, Alice in Wonder-
land, set the scene for each chapter. every
chapter ends with five bullet points that either
summarize the main message, provide tips, or
list questions for further reflection on the topic.
a list of additional resources is provided at the
end of the book, and Mary ellen’s blog, reluc-
tant-entrepreneur.com, offers templates and ad-
ditional resources to supplement the book.
though some legal and accounting advice may
apply primarily to entrepreneurs based in the
United States, other content can be universally
applicable.

this book’s practical and experiential advice
would be a welcome addition to any aspiring
entrepreneur interested in starting a service-
based business. the most important take-away
for any reluctant entrepreneur, however, is to
take the plunge and get the ball rolling towards
starting and running the business. toni Morri-
son once said on coaching aspiring writers: "i
think some aspects of writing can be taught.
Obviously, you can't expect to teach vision or
talent. But you can help with comfort. ...” in the
same vein, The Reluctant Entrepreneur can help
reticent entrepreneurs with comfort, but the vi-
sion and the talent will come only with doing.  

{ { {
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We are all aware of traditional sources for business news: The Wall
Street Journal, Forbes, The New York Times, major dailies and local

newspapers, etc.–all of them important reading for staying updated on
business and industry trends. Many of the traditional sources provide
alerts on topics of your choice or rSS feeds in addition to their print pub-
lications. 

in the recent several months, i've subscribed to a range of newer online
sources for my quick fix of interesting news and perspectives. One i par-
ticularly enjoy is the Quartz daily Brief, owned by atlantic Media Co., the
publisher of The Atlantic, National Journal, and Government Executive. an-

other with a bit more offbeat news comes from digg, a New York-based
team of 10 engineers, designers, and editors. Mic Check is news geared to
“young people [who] deserve a news destination that offers quality cov-
erage tailored to them.” Bing also provides news alerts covering major
topics. For technology, gigaom, techCrunch, and MIT Technology Review
are useful. Legal information is available from Law360, a LexisNexis com-
pany. Here is a brief overview about each of my newer news sources.
Check them out and feel free to email me your favorites.

Quartz Daily Brief 
www.qz.com/ 

Quartz is a “digitally native news outlet, born in 2012, for business peo-
ple in the new global economy.” according to its site, Quartz publishes
“bracingly creative and intelligent journalism with a broad worldview…
built for tablets and mobile phones.” Quartz covers the “new global
economy” and “is rooted in a set of defining obsessions: core topics and
knotty questions of seismic importance to business professionals.” Per-
haps a bit inflated a statement, but Quartz definitely offers significant
news about worldwide events and issues.

Digg 
www.digg.com/ 

digg delivers the “most interesting and talked about stories on the in-
ternet right now…digg helps you find, read, and share the very best in-
ternet stories.” Some of its stories are a bit offbeat. You’ll see news there
not in other sources i describe in this column.

Bing News 
www.bing.com/news/ 

Bing provides the “latest top news updates.” You can also customize
news alerts. Varying frequency is available: once, twice, four times a day,
or weekly. google News alerts have been the established standard for
many years but changes—erosion, if you will—clued me in to move for-
ward with other services, since google news results have become less
extensive. (See, for example, “google alerts are Broken” at
www.forbes.com/sites/kashmirhill/2013/07/30/google-alerts-are-broken/.)
While some later claimed that google alerts have been fixed, i have not
found it as satisfactory as it was initially and now include Bing on my list.

Gigaom 
www.gigaom.com 

gigaom’s purpose is to “humanize the impact of technology.” gigaom
was founded in 2006 and calls itself “the leading global voice on emerg-
ing technologies.” 

By Amelia Kassel, amelia@marketingbase.com
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Law360
www.law360.com/ 

although Law360 is subscription-based, a daily e-mail newsletter con-
sists of summaries with information about companies and firms men-
tioned in their articles during the previous business day. each headline
and summary is written in capsule format for quick scanning. Law360
covers the entire spectrum of practice areas including:

•every major litigation development in the U.S. federal district
courts;

•every major lawsuit filed against the world’s 2,000 top companies;

•every major opinion handed down in the U.S. federal courts;

•every major development in class actions and multidistrict 
litigation;

•every major transaction involving the top 250 U.S. law firms;

•every major hire at the top 800 U.S. law firms;

•every major initiative by state, federal and international legisla-
tures.

in addition to these newer resources in my toolkit, i also create alerts
from Biznar and Mednar, powered by deep Web technologies and
founded by abe Lederman, an aiiP member. i still use google alerts and
another service, talkwalker alerts (www.talkwalker.com), which bills it-
self as “the best free and easy alternative to google alerts.” in fact, i often

get different and sometimes more results from talkwalker when com-
pared to google. 

Mic Check
www.mic.com 

Since starting with three employees working from a Harlem apartment,
Mic has built a rockstar team of editors, writers, and engineers and an
audience of 19 million monthly readers. 

TechCrunch 
www.techcrunch.com/ 

techCrunch, founded in 2005, focuses on tech startups, reviews new in-
ternet products, and provides breaking tech news. 

MIT Technology Review 
www.technologyreview.com/ 

Started in 1899 (yes, 1899), MIT Technology Review reports about tech-
nologies and innovators. this resource is “committed to the beliefs that
technology changes the world; that it’s a powerful force for good in hu-
manity.” the current website describes this resource as an “innovative,
digitally oriented global media company whose reach is rapidly ex-
panding.” 

Amelia Kassel is President of MarketingBase, a global firm specializing in industry, company and

competitive and market intelligence research. Amelia operates The Mentor Program for new re-

search professionals and those wishing to expand. Contact Amelia at amelia@marketingbase.com or

www.marketingbase.com.


